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You won't believe the incredible drawings you can create using common pencils and the special
techniques illustrated in this book. These methods are so easy that anyone—from doodler to
advanced artist—can master them in minutes! Step by step, you'll learn how to capture the look
of metal, glass, weathered wood, skin, hair and other textures. Two detailed start-to-finish
demonstrations show you how to use these textures to create drawings that look so real they
seem to leap right off the page.

From Library JournalContrary to the publicity on this book, it doesn't contain techniques "so
easy that anyoneAfrom doodler to advanced artistAcan master in minutes." This is instead a
highly challenging manual on achieving effects close to photographic with little more than a
sharp pencil. Hillberry, an artist and teacher, offers splendid demonstrations on creating the look
of metal, wood, hair, and even cracked glass. To his credit, Hillberry admits one needs to have
already grasped shape, proportion, and perspective before approaching this level of realism.
Highly recommended for collections that need more than the basics.Copyright 1999 Reed
Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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DRAWING REALISTICTEXTURES IN PENCILJ.D. HILLBERRYTo my wife, Vicki, and my
children, Taylor and Logan, for tolerating my absence during the writing of this
book.ContentsINTRODUCTIONCHAPTER ONEMaterialsDiscover all the materials you’ll need
to getstarted and learn how to use them,CHAPTER TWOTips and TechniquesLearn tips that
show you how to keep yourdrawing clean, ways to hold your pencil, andways to observe light
and how it affects texture.Step-by-step demontrations teach you techniquesfor basic strokes,
blending, combiningmedia, rubbing, indenting and masking.CHAPTER THREEDraw Realistic
ObjectsSeven step-by-step demonstrations teach youhow to create the textures for old pitted
metal,reflective metal, people—including eyes, skinand hair—glass, weathered wood,
leather,barbed wire, and tips for drawing textures ofclothing and fur.CHAPTER FOURPut It All
Together in a Still LifeFollow along with two full-length, detailed,step-by-step demonstrations to
create beautifuldrawings.COPYRIGHTIntroductionThe key to rendering the look of any texture
begins with your eyes. Before you can simulate surface textures you must learn to recognize
them. Look up from this book and glance around. There are as many types of textures as there
are colors. Feel the slick paper of this page you are reading. Now touch a piece of your clothing.
You can feel a textural difference.If you wanted to include this page and the fabric of your clothes
in a realistic drawing, you would need to render the essential qualities that make paper look like
paper and fabric look like fabric. Exaggerating the texture of your clothing enhances the look of
the smoothness of the paper. I use this theory of opposites to heighten the realism in my work.To
make a texture look smoother, place it next to a rougher one; to make white look whiter, place it
next to a dark value. No matter what your subject, adding texture and contrast also adds depth
and realism to your drawings.BIG LEAGUE DREAMSCharcoal and graphite on Arches 140-lb.
(300gsm) watercolor paper10" × 22" (25cm × 55cm)Photo by Richard StumIn my view, drawings
fall into two categories: contour line drawings and tonal drawings. A line drawing delineates the
edges of a form. It is void of the shading that produces a three-dimensional look. Many line
drawings are sensitive, finished pieces of art, but I prefer to add light, shadow and texture in my
work. I begin with a line drawing, but only as the skeleton that holds the values and textures. It is
an important part of drawing realistically, however.To get the most out of this book, you should
have some knowledge of how to draw the contours of the shapes you see. If the proportions and
perspective are incorrect, adding texture and shading will not make it look real. The most
common problem when attempting realism is letting the skeleton show through in the finished
piece. The real world does not have lines encircling the outer edges of objects, so avoid hard
outlines in your drawings.CHAPTER ONEMaterialsAll it takes to draw is a pencil and a piece of
paper. This thought amazes me when I look around at all the materials I have accumulated while
exploring numerous drawing techniques. I’ve discovered that by using a variety of pencils,
blenders and erasers you can increase the realism in your drawings. The good news is that all of
the items I routinely use are inexpensive compared to the price of working with other media, and
many traditional art stores let you experiment with pencils and paper before you buy
them.LUCKY DRAW # 2Charcoal, graphite and carbon on Crescent watercolor board21" ×



171⁄2" (52.5cm × 17.5cm)Photo by Richard StumPencilsBy taking advantage of the inherent
qualities found in three basic types of pencils, you will automatically increase the range of values
that are possible and add more texture to your drawings.Graphite PencilsArtist-grade graphite
pencils are more refined than your old no. 2, allowing for smoother lines on the paper. These
pencils come in a wide range of hardness and softness and are labeled with letters and
numbers. Pencils with the letter B are the softest. The higher the number in front of the B, the
softer the pencil. The softest graphite pencil available is 9B, which produces the darkest line.
Harder pencils make lighter marks and are noted with the letter H, with 9H being the hardest.
Hard pencils are best for fine detailed work because they hold a sharp point better. A pencil with
the letter F has a degree of hardness halfway between the H and B. There are many brands of
graphite pencils. A 2B pencil of one brand may be vastly different than the 2B of another brand. I
use Berol Turquoise drawing pencils.Berol turquoise graphite pencilCharcoal PencilsMany
people who are used to the feel of graphite effortlessly gliding across their paper find charcoal
too abrasive. Several years ago, I came across Ritmo charcoal pencils. They combine the
blackness of charcoal with the smoothness of graphite. They are available in degrees of
hardness ranging from HB to 3B. Other brands of charcoal pencils work just as well, although
they create a slightly different texture. All charcoal pencils smudge easily, so if you’re not familiar
with this medium read the section Keep Your Drawing Clean.Ritmo charcoal pencilCarbon
PencilsI use two different types of carbon pencils: Wolff’s and Conté carbon. They both come in
several degrees of hardness and, like other pencils, are labeled with the letters H and B. The
Wolff’s carbon pencil has recently been reformulated to give a smoother feel and richer blacks
than the old version. It reflects light differently than charcoal and graphite. Conté carbon is made
of graphite and clay. The clay gives it a warmer tone than either charcoal, graphite or Wolff’s
carbon. When either of these carbon pencils are used in combination with the other media, their
inherent characteristics make them ideal for separating subjects containing similar
values.Wolff’s carbon pencilConté carbon pencilGraphite SticksGraphite sticks simply contain
the graphite in a block shape. This allows you to use the broad edge to lay in large areas of tone.
They are usually available only in the softer B range of graphite.Charcoal SticksThere are two
types of charcoal sticks. Vine charcoal is made from burnt willow branches. It comes in a variety
of sizes with densities of hard, medium and soft. Vine charcoal is easy to blend into a rich
velvety tone. Compressed charcoal is re-formed with carbon or clay added. It’s available in
medium to very soft grades and is capable of producing rich black tones. It’s more difficult to
erase and blend than vine charcoal.Block-shaped graphite stickSmall vine charcoal stickBlock-
shaped vine charcoal stickRound compressed charcoal stickGet the Lead Out of Graphite
PencilsThe trusty no. 2 pencils you used in school didn’t contain lead. Lead is a metallic element
that is not related in any way to the material found in a pencil—graphite.Graphite was not fully
understood until the eighteenth century. It is actually a form of carbon—a nonmetallic element.
Graphite was previously called plumbago or black lead. This name persisted, and today graphite
pencils are frequently called lead pencils.ErasersErasing is not only used for getting rid of



unwanted marks on your paper. It is also a valuable tool for creating textural effects. I use three
different types of erasers.Eraser PenThis is a hollow plastic holder roughly the size of an ink pen.
Round, vinyl eraser refills fit inside the holder, which can be clicked to lengthen the eraser. The
eraser refills are inexpensive. I use the Pentel Retractable Clic brand eraser pen to make thin,
white lines in areas that have already been covered with graphite, charcoal or carbon. It’s like
drawing with white. Keep a clean, sharp edge on the eraser by trimming off the used portions
with a razor blade. This type of vinyl eraser erases more completely than a kneaded eraser and
doesn’t leave as much eraser residue as a typewriter eraser.Erasing penTypewriter EraserThis
kind of an eraser can be sharpened like a pencil. It is quite abrasive and capable of digging back
down to the white of the paper through dark values. This also means it can damage the paper if
you aren’t careful. It can remove more of the drawing medium than an eraser pen, but it also
leaves more residue. If you need a sharp edge, use a razor blade to cut off the end of the
eraser.Typing eraserKneaded EraserThis is a soft, pliable eraser that can be molded into any
shape you need. I don’t even start drawing unless I have one of these nearby. Dabbing with a
kneaded eraser leaves no eraser residue. In fact, I use it to pick up the residue left by the
typewriter eraser. It doesn’t erase as completely as the other two erasers, but it has many other
uses. I use a kneaded eraser to:Kneaded eraserLift charcoal or graphite in shadow areas to
indicate reflected lightRemove smudges in highlights for the final cleanup for a drawingCreate
unique textures by rolling or stroking in blended charcoalClean excess media from the ends the
other two erasers.Blending ToolsBlending StumpsThese are tightly wound paper sticks with
points on both ends. They are available in several diameters. Use them to blend larger areas of a
medium and also to apply the medium directly for softer effects.Large blending stumpBlending
TortillonsAlthough these resemble blending stumps, there are significant differences. Tortillons
are not wrapped as tightly and are pointed only on one end. They are not as solid as blending
stumps. The differences are great enough to cause a dissimilar look to a blended area.Small
blending stumpTortillonFeltFor much of my blending, I use felt purchased in one-foot (30cm)
squares from craft stores. I cut these pieces into 6" (15cm) squares for easier handling. Use
separate pieces of felt for each medium and a clean piece for blending one medium into another.
Cut the squares into smaller pieces that you can roll tightly like a tortillon to make a soft blender
for small details. Use masking tape to keep the felt rolled.Felt padPaperPieces of paper make
good blenders. Wrap the paper around one or all of your fingers. The texture of the blending
paper effects the outcome. A piece of textured charcoal paper used as a blender produces a
different texture than a slick piece of typing paper.Facial Tissues and Paper TowelsFold a facial
tissue into a small square and use the corner to get into smaller areas. It is very effective for
lifting charcoal. Facial tissues will disintegrate quickly, so sometimes paper towels are a better
choice for blending larger areas. Make sure you don’t use facial tissues that contain lotion or dye
that could rub off on your drawing.Large paintbrushSmall paintbrushChamoisA clean, dry
chamois is great for blending when you want a smooth texture. Stay away from poor quality
chamois made for drying your car; this will break apart if rubbed on the paper too vigorously. It’s



always best to test any new material you plan to use as a blender before you use it on your
drawing. Rub the chamois on a white piece of paper to see if it leaves any color or
residue.ChamoisTipLabel your tortillons and stumps with the specific medium you use them on.
This keeps you from mixing one medium with another. I use an ink pen to mark CH for charcoal,
G for graphite and C for carbon. When you blend one medium with another, it doesn’t matter.
However, it’s best to begin the blending process with a clean blender.PaperThe type of paper
you use affects the appearance of a drawing more than any of the techniques explained in this
book. I’ll tell you some papers I use and why I like them, but don’t let that keep you from
experimenting. Every artist has a particular way of applying media to paper. What works for me
may not work for you. I have tried the paper recommendations of many pencil artists—whose
work I greatly admire—and found some of the surfaces painfully hard to work with.Choose the
Right Paper for the SubjectTo produce a variety of realistic looking textures in your drawings, you
should find at least two papers that you like to work with. One of the papers should have more
tooth or texture than the other. If the majority of your drawing contains rough textures, the
roughness of the paper can do much of the work for you. Also consider how dark the values
need to be in your drawing. Papers with more tooth can create darker values because they hold
more of your drawing media. Fine detail work and smooth textures are easier to produce with
smoother papers.Don’t Let the Paper Be the BossThere is nothing worse than fighting with your
paper. It’s always a losing battle. Some papers are made using a wire mesh that creates a strong
directional pattern in the tooth of the paper. The pronounced pattern that emerges when you
apply the media to these papers overpowers the textures you are trying to create. If you draw
realistic textures, a paper like this would be handy only if your one and only subject has a similar
texture. When you experiment with papers make sure you try both sides, because the patterned
tooth is sometimes only on the front.My Favorite PapersArches 140-lb. (300gsm) hot-press
watercolor paper This paper works well when the majority of the drawing has subjects that
contain smooth textures. I use the back of the paper because the front has a patterned tooth. Its
smooth surface is excellent for rendering fine details but still holds a moderate amount of media
to render some dark values.Strathmore 400 Series drawing paper This paper has a nice random
tooth pattern. It is considered student grade since it is not a 100% rag paper. This means it
contains some wood pulp that will cause the paper to yellow over time. Don’t let this keep you
from experimenting with it. For one thing it is cheaper than most of the 100% rag
papers.Watercolor boards and illustration boards These boards also have great drawing
surfaces. If you like to work big, you’ll have fewer problems with your drawings wrinkling on these
thick surfaces. I use Crescent No. 115 hot-press watercolor board for many of my larger
drawings that contain rough textures. The surface paper attached to this board is Strathmore
100% rag watercolor paper. Cold-press papers and boards typically have a much rougher
texture, but Crescent No. 310 100% rag cold-press illustration board has a remarkably smooth
texture and holds a lot of the drawing medium for rendering dark values.Flattening the Tooth of
the PaperIt’s always best to let the surface of the paper work for you by using a smooth paper for



drawings with smooth subjects and a rougher paper for more textured subjects. For drawings
that contain both smooth and rough textures you need to decide which type of paper will suit the
overall drawing. If you use a smooth paper, you can create the rough areas by using techniques
and media that produce more texture. These include techniques found in chapter two: employing
textural strokes like cross-hatching and stippling, using softer pencils, using blenders that create
more texture, not blending at all and using the indenting technique to produce more surface
texture. If you choose a paper with more texture, you can flatten the tooth of the paper in areas
where the smoother texture is needed. This technique works best for smooth reflective surfaces
like glass or metal.Flattening the Tooth of the PaperUse the rounded metal end of a Berel
Turquiose pencil to smash down the tooth of the paper. Small, overlapping, circular strokes work
best to flatten the tooth evenly.Miscellaneous MaterialsElectric Pencil SharpenerSharpening
pencils with a handheld or crank sharpener is possible, but when the blade becomes dirty or
worn, it’s difficult to keep the point of the pencil from breaking. This is especially true with
charcoal pencils. It’s worth the extra expense to invest in a good electric sharpener.Sandpaper
BlockUse this to refine the point on your pencil. Twisting the pencil while you drag it down the
paper toward you re-sharpens the tip. It keeps you from using your pencil sharpener too much
and wasting pencils. You can collect the excess graphite, charcoal or carbon dust on a piece of
paper under the sandpaper block. Transfer these shavings to a film container, and use the
powdered medium in your drawings with a paintbrush or a blender.Tracing PaperInexpensive
transparent tracing paper can be purchased even at most grocery stores. It should be durable
enough to withstand heavy pressure with a sharp pencil without tearing. Mead Académie tracing
paper is the brand I use.CompassThis is handy for the occasional perfect circle, but I regularly
use my compass to take measurements and check proportions.RulerYou’ll need a ruler to use
as a straightedge and for a measuring tool.Drafting TapeThis low-tack tape sticks to paper but
will not damage the surface when removed. Use it to attach drawing paper to a slanted drawing
board and for masking straight edges.Art KnifeThis is a pointed razor blade connected to a pen-
shaped handle. Its shape makes it easier to handle than a utility knife. Use it to cut shapes out of
frisket for masking.Frisket FilmUse this transparent masking film to mask areas you want to keep
white while you render the surrounding areas.Liquid FrisketThis type of mask can be used in
smaller areas than frisket film. It’s applied with a brush or a special applicator and removed by
rubbing or peeling. Some brands stain the paper and are meant to be painted over once the
dried frisket is removed. Use the type manufactured for use on watercolor paper in areas that will
remain unpainted. I use the Grafix brand Incredible White Mask.Fixative
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Mz Nina, business consultant and aspiring artist, “AMAZING BOOK, but need a foundation in
drawing. For grahite not colour pencil.. I loved this book, it is a great book to understand the craft
and how to get good at it. I would recommend to anyone who wants to learn. Excellent
information on pencils, what they do, how they work and how to use them. This is for the artist
who want their art to look real, and not by the charm of hand drawn techniques. Really hard
lessons but you can do them over and over until you get them right and you learn A LOT!!! As
stated, you need a solid foundation in drawing and perspective and some knowledge in graphite
for it to be really useful, so I do not know if I would recommend it to a beginner.All the work is in
graphite also, which is what I needed.Other books that I have reviewed and recommend
are...For any Artist:Color Mixing Bible, by Ian SidawayVibrant Flowers in Watercolour by Soon Y.
Warren is just off the hookColour Pencils and Graphite:Ultimate Guide to Colored Pencil,
Greene, which also comes with a DVD, excellent step by step instructions and lessons, this book
is invaluable!!Colored Pencil Secrets for Success, KullbergColoured Pencil Solution Book,
Gildow and NewtonMasterful colour, SteinbergColored Pencil Painting Bible, NickelsenPaint
Radiant Realism in Watercolour, Ink and colored Pencil, RossDrawing Realistic Textures in
Pencil, HillberryFor Watercolour:Water Colour in motion, O'ConnorPainting Watercolour that
dance with light, KincaidPainting flowers with Impact in Watercolour, CollinsJean Haine's
Atmosphere WatercoloursWatercolour from the Heart, NechisThose are just my favorites so far, I
have a ton as I believe that you need to keep learning to stay fresh.”

Phoebe S Wagner, “You can learn a lot if you read this book carefully. I have had this book for
several months but as I find actually reading text about how to do Art daunting, I did not open it
until today, when to my surprise I read the whole thing, almost, in a day. Not only that, but I
followed Hilberry’s instructions and did my own drawing! That is what I call inspirational! While
low-key in tone, the text is nevertheless easy to follow and very clear. You will be pleased at how
much your drawing of various textures improve if you do as I did. Highly recommend this book!”

JLS, “If Realism is your interest.... If realism and the challenge of texture is your interest, then
this book is a great reference. In most art classes I have taken, I have been warned against
mixing charcoal and graphite. This book recommends it. His theory is that what makes a realistic
drawing are the various textures next to each other. He uses charcoal for areas that absorb light;
graphite is applied in areas (such as skin) which reflects it. I have had good success particularly
with portraits where there are articles of clothing involved or dark hair. I have also had some
success in animal art with this technique.Also, he recommends specific paper and charcoal
pencils: the Ritmo pencils he suggests are smoother than normal charcoal and blend well in the
style that Hillberry suggests. I am using this book as the primary guide for my work; and I also
appreciate his attitude towards art-try your own variations and find your unique style.This book is



specifically for those who favor very Realistic pieces and prefer to use charcoal pencils for detail
work; if you favor vine charcoal and a looser working style this book would probably not be the
one for you.The author also has a nice web site with examples of his student's work that has
been done in workshops he holds in Colordado.”

MJ, “Close, but not quite. This book is great for giving you basic drawing instructions. The artist
is obviously an amazing talent.What I didn't get -and what I have always been looking for in
these type books- is actual insight and instructions in HOW to get these drawings so realistic.For
example, you get the instructions for step-by-step how to lay out the drawing and recreate the
basic image on paper. But he never tells you the HOW. For example, I was dying to know how
he got the numbers and lines on the ruler to look so precisely accurate. No, he just tells you how
to get the angles and dimension of the ruler right. How to get fine detail in such tiny areas is
something I just can't quite figure out- there's nothing in this book that helped with that.”

Solsticeman, “Extremely usefull for an intermediate artist. I have been drawing for quite some
time, but some of my art lacked the "pop" that I saw in others' drawings. Not anymore! The
techniques taught and described in this book are some of the best I've been able to find. The
author is obviously an extremely good artist and for him to share this hard-earned knowledge is
appreciated beyond words. I highly recommend this book to any intermediate artist who wants to
improve their work.”

jennylynn, “great lessons on different pencil textures. what an informative book. by this fantastic
graphite artist. shows you in great detail how to draw wood glass skin hair. there are also two
great step by step demonstrations. If you are a graphite artist wanting to learn these techniques
then this is the book to buy .great value for money and I would definitely recommend this book to
friends and family alike .”

A. S, “Fantastic realistic artwork can be achieved learning drawing techniques from this book.
Fantastic book for graphite artists. Enjoy the wonderful photo realistic artwork in this book and
learn the techniques used to achieve realistic artwork”

Mark Docker, “A really good book on the subject.. There are few books about drawing realistic
pictures but this is the best I have found. Very worthwhile purchase if you want to improve your
drawing. Some of the supplies mentioned are a bit difficult to get a hold of here in the UK but not
impossible. Jacksons stationers on line have most. It's a shame that this is the authors only book”

Graham Thomas, “Quite stupendous technique. In one sense this book puts me off trying to
learn to draw because this author's skill with pencil and other drawing implements is so fantastic
that you despair of ever getting anywhere near his level. It's worth buying it just to browse even if
you don't think there's an artistic bone in your body. I imagine it might make a good teaching aid



for art lecturers, too.”

The book by J.D. Hillberry has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 395 people have provided feedback.
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